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ADITESS adiTASK Platform 
1) Overview 

The adiTASK solution is a dual use communication platform composed of a central web real time incident 

management system for use by the LEA (Law enforcement agency) and two different mobile applications, 

one for use by citizens and one for the LEA’s officers. The front end of the adiTASK platform only requires 

a standard web browser for the government officers and a smartphone for any other user to operate. 

The adiTASK platform involves a variety of tools and technologies that support the operation of a Smart 

City and that could also be expanded to accommodate further needs (see Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1: System user interfaces 

2) The main features of the adiTASK platform 

A) Central data content management system (adiVMCS-GE) 

A1) Information residing within the system needs to remain secure during all of its stages. This component 

is responsible for the storage and management of system generated data. In particular, two separate 

access control layers are developed: one for defining architectural policies and one for controlling runtime 
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operations according to user preferences. Amongst others, the system implements user anonymity (if 

desired), data ageing and access mechanisms, targeted communication from and towards the authorities, 

as well as dynamic progress control and accountability mechanisms. 

A2) The central management system acts as a multi-faceted centralized data management system 

enforcing security on the data level, adhering to high modularity and horizontal scalability. This 

component is responsible for the efficient storage of heterogeneous data, including multimedia and 

binary content supporting the implementation of advanced searching capabilities whilst also ensuring the 

authorized access to data.  

A3) The data integrity of the original information is preserved with the computation of relevant hashes 

and digital signatures for any embedded multimedia object. The original data along with integrity 

preserving metrics are stored in a separate repository in which no user may perform changes. Additionally, 

and based on the implemented policy, data ageing attributes are attached to the object ensuring data 

retention only for the necessary and predefined period of time. The renewal of an item’s date of expiration 

is possible and needs to be initiated by a user with the appropriate access key (separated from other 

functional permissions). 

A4) Additionally, this component will act as the gateway to adding intelligence to the system. Its scalable 

and modular design allow the addition of analytics and correlation algorithms that analyze incoming data 

in real time and provide enriched information in the form of metadata and the generation of business 

intelligence.  

A5) Finally, this component implements the mechanisms necessary for maintaining extensive system logs 

and auditing. All incoming and outgoing actions/requests are logged and retained by the system in the 

form of a record; only visible to users with appropriate permissions. The broadcasting and dissemination 

of data or files is only accessible by the authorized operators on the Private portal; for the case of 

dissemination of multimedia files, the operator is also required to provide a justification of action. 

B) Web interfaces for resource and incident management through a standard web browser (adiSecure) 

The primary user of the web interface (aka Private Portal) is the authorized CP (Civil Protection) operator, 

responsible for the management and handling of incoming information as well as the CP data analyst 

responsible for the processing of generated analytics information. The private portal provides 

functionality on four main pillars (see Figure 2): real-time event management, post investigation analysis, 

business intelligence analytics and user management.  
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Figure 2 (ADITESS Source): Intuitive information visualization and real-time event management at the Secure Web 
Portal (Reports on the top, Incidents on the bottom and the map with divisions on the right) 

 

B1) Real time event management and business intelligence analytics 

 The highest value capability of the private portal is the management of incoming reports and alerts in 

real time. The notion is that system users file reports while the Private Portal operator manages incidents 

(cases) emerging from related reports and data processing correlations. Incoming reports and ongoing 

incidents are shown on the dashboard of the portal as a standardized list; reports and incidents are also 

mapped based on their geographical location. Upon the reception of a report, its contents are correlated 

with past reports in terms of space, time, semantic context and multimedia content; this functionality 

could also be amended based on analytics integrated with the content management system. Correlation 

results are available for each report and may assist the operator to reveal intrinsically hidden concepts; 

correlations can be approved or rejected. Upon approval, a new incident is generated constituted of the 

correlated reports. The broadcasting of incidents (with or without files) to citizens, CPs and legacy systems 

is also possible; when an incident is broadcasted, users may submit updates to the system. For ease of 

management, prioritization of reports is supported based on a number of metrics. Finally, upon incident 

completion all involved users are automatically notified and citizens may no longer access the resolved 

incident’s information. 

B2) User management  

The map view page of the private portal supports the monitoring of human resources on the field and 

their assignment to specific incidents as well as the loading or un-loading of GIS layers presenting 

information related to nearby places of interest (POIs).  The location of on duty officers is shown along 

with information related to their personal identifier. CP resources can be assigned to incidents based on 

their availability and distance to the incident. Officers assigned to an incident have access to all available 

information through their mobile app. 

B3) Post investigation analysis 

 Post investigation analysis allows the portal operator advanced query capabilities derived from preserved 

data (that have not surpassed their lifespan) and perform ad hoc data processing, revealing any additional 
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correlations with newly submitted information. Statistics and crime maps are generated automatically 

allowing trend detection not only based on the factors of time or crime but also according to geographical 

area. The portal supports the simultaneous use by different users. The assignment of users to specific 

geographical division or type of incidents is also provided. This is to allow for the separation of incoming 

traffic for officers with different duties. The portal also supports the broadcasting of visualized information 

including enhancements received by GIS layers or correlation results. 

C) A pair of mobile apps for the assignment and resolution of incidents on the site (adiMobile) 

These mobile applications one for LEA officers and one for citizens serves as an interactive platform for 

CPs on-site and citizens respectively, creating a channel of communication between the two. The apps 

provide a clean separation between their functional logic and how this appears on the front end  and are 

based on the following main pillars: community engagement, security awareness and incident reporting. 

C1) Community Engagement 

This pillar aids in increasing the trustworthiness of CPs and other authorities by opening a direct 

communication channel, but most importantly aiding in the strengthening of community bonds, as 

citizens that share mutual interests and possibly concerns come closer allowing them to act collaboratively 

towards the resolution of the issues at hand. A community should be either: a) open, meaning that anyone 

can sign up without the need of approval or b) closed, where new members need to be added by pre-

existing members. This generic concept covers both communities residing within the same geographical 

region and organized teams whose activity is influenced by the whole community (i.e. taxi drivers, cycling 

teams). Under community engagement lies also the ability of a citizen to directly contact their CP officer, 

either via phone, text or email and also the CP officer’s ability to broadcast message notifications to 

citizens registered under their community. 

C2) Security Awareness 

Regarding the critical aspect of security awareness, the mobile application facilitates the functionality of 

crime maps, where a CP can view the occurrence of incident per division; citizens view safe areas instead. 

This feature is provided in order to properly raise awareness and not for panicking the public, the CP is 

able to control incidents that appear on the map. Additionally, the apps transmits/receives push 

notifications according to the user’s divisions of interest allowing the user to know if something were to 

happen in their surrounding area. This is both for sending warning messages as well as so the authorities 

may request supplementary information related to an incident in progress, in cases that require doing so. 

C3) Incident Reporting 

The third and final pillar is focused on incident reporting and is done in a non-intrusive friendly 

environment allowing the user to feel comfortable about what they intend to report (see Figure 3). 

Through an easy to navigate interface the user is able to provide information such as the type, time, 

location of the incident that occurred or is in progress. During location reporting, the user has the option 

to use their own GPS location, to pick a place on the map or to type the street address. Additionally, the 

user is asked to indicate whether they are a victim of the reported incident so that the operator is aware 

of this in case the user requires any additional support. A key feature of the mobile app is the panic-button 
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like functionality which allows reporting of an incident in very few clicks transmitting the user’s location 

and audio description. 

 

Figure 3 (ADITESS Source): Mobile Incident Reporting Functionality 

The mobile apps also allow the recording and transmission of multimedia files including audio recordings, 

images and videos; once these are supplied to the platform analytics automatically process the content 

and produce key metadata to be used by the operator. Multimedia files might be added to the report at 

any time through the use of a menu while the app also supports recording of evidence for use in future 

reports; due to the fact that during the occurrence of an event the user may not be in a position to file a 

report or if the payload of the files is large thus causing additional charges to the user’s data plan.  

 

3) Innovation 

The major innovation points of the adiTASK G2C2G solution is: 

A) Simplifying and accelerating incident reporting on crimes or other issues of concern. 

 

B) Enabling the bidirectional flow of information between citizens and police/government, thus cultivating 

a climate of trust through a mutually beneficial collaboration 

 

C) Facilitating decision making and the implementation of responsive actions through an information 

management and analytics platform that analyzes, intuitively visualizes information and discovers 

correlating factors. 

 

D) Providing an end-to-end solution and single-entry point for crowd-sourced G2C2G services. 
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4) Impact 

The adiTASK platform opens a channel of communication and collaboration between the LEAs and the 

public. Citizens will feel valued as their actions meaningfully assist the local authorities in doing their job. 

As citizens feel the positive results of their actions, their trust to local authorities will rise along with overall 

satisfaction.  

The LEA will be able to use information accumulated by adiTASK during decision making in operational, 

tactical and strategic level.  

 


